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Mikolu, a Bushman youth in prehistoric North Africa, dreams of taming a wild dog so his clan will

never lose game again. It starts him on an adventure that leads him and his new canine companion,

Kifri to a deadly quest for Kur, a man-eating leopard that has plagued his clan for years.
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Nick Korolev, best known for his award winning pet portraits and wildlife paintings, has been a

published writer since age 14. He has had articles and short fiction on pets appear in national

magazines, won several awards for short Gothic horror fiction and has written an award winning

comedy stage play. Over the last few years he has turned to writing historical novels. KIFRI: THE

DOG THAT CHOSE TO LIVE WITH MAN, his first novel for young adults, was inspired by

prehistoric rock paintings and the Basenji hounds he has owned all his adult life. His Basenji, Nala,

appears on the cover. The novel was first published on the e-book site of Thunder Mountain Press

where out of 100 books it won the Thunder Mountain Press 1998 Editors Choice Award. He was

born in Elizabeth, N.J. and presently resides in Sedona, AZ.

very kind and the best seller. for a host , very fast, receive it next day, very recommend . This is a

wonderful product at an awesome price point. Out of the packaging, it was ready to use, with no

sharpening required. No tearing, no pulling, easy to clean, and a nice grip.



I really enjoyed reading this book. It tells the story of a young bushman in Africa, on the cusp of

manhood. He befriends a young dog, and introduces her to the tribe. This is a great coming-of-age

story, as well as a historically accurate description of how dogs were domesticated.Besides being a

great story, this is a well-crafted and well-written book. The characters are finely drawn, and their

actions and interactions are complex and believable. By the end of the book, they feel like old

friends. The author's evocative descriptions of the landscape and scenery also draw the reader into

the story. It is a book to be treasured.
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